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AGE OF MYTH RECAP 

Hello and welcome! My name is Robin Sullivan, and I’m Michael’s wife, business manager, 

alpha reader, lead agent, and administrator of the beta program. Simply put, I keep all the non-

writing tasks off Michael’s plate, so we can have more stories to read. In full disclosure, I’ve never 

written a recap before, nor have I researched to see if there is any particular standard format. In 

short, I’m going to “wing it,” and hopefully that’ll get the job done. 

My goals in this recap are to (a) help you remember what happened in Age of Myth to prepare 

you for diving into Age of Swords, and (b) to keep this short (so it doesn’t take too much time to go 

through).  I should note that Michael always includes brief mentions regarding crucial plot points 

from previous books, so a recap really shouldn’t be necessary. But because some people have asked 

for it, we’re more than happy to oblige.  Okay, that’s enough preamble, let’s begin with a brief 

introduction to the races of Elan and an overview of the significant characters. 

 

RACES: 

As most probably know, this series is based in the world of Elan (the same setting for the 

Riyria books), but it takes place 3,000 years in the past. At that time, humans (Rhunes) are primitive 

pre-bronze age people living in thatch-roofed huts and wielding stone-tipped spears. They are highly 

superstitious, polytheistic, and have been forbidden by the Fhrey to cross the rivers on the western 

edge of their borders.  The Rhunes are divided into factions (seven Rhulyn clans in the south and 

three Gula clans in the north). These two groups have been continuously warring (a conflict spurred 

by the Fhrey). Due to its location in the North, Clan Duryea has been the defenders of the Rhulyn-

Rhunes, and they are battle-hardened and often shunned by “civilized” Rhune society. Each clan is 
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ruled by a chieftain, and the bulk of the Rhune scenes in Age of Myth take place in and around Dahl 

Rhen, the capital of the clan that sits on the outskirts of the Crescent Forest. 

The Fhrey, on the other hand, are technologically advanced, long-lived, and some can call on 

the forces of nature to wield magic (what they refer to as the Art). They are governed by Ferrol’s 

Law which prohibits Fhrey-on-Fhrey killing except when sanctioned by their fane or upon a fane’s 

death (when it can be used in a one-on-one challenge).  Because the Rhune have never seen a Fhrey 

die, they’re assumed to be gods: immortal, invincible, and superior to the Rhune in every possible 

way. In the first book, the premise of Fhrey divinity is dispelled when a Rhune kills one, an action 

that sets the two cultures against each other. 

I should note that there are other races in Elan: Grenmorians (giants), Ghazel (goblins) and 

Dherg (dwarfs), but they are not significant in the first book.  The book focuses on only two of 

these peoples, and the Dherg make their grand appearance in Age of Swords. 

 

CHARACTERS: 

 Since Michael writes character-driven stories, I thought a re-introduction of the various 

“players” (and how they fit into the overall plot), would be helpful. Through these descriptions, you 

should be well-prepared for Age of Swords. In case that’s not enough, I’ve also provided a condensed 

plot outline after this section. 

Please note, I won’t be discussing all the characters encountered in Age of Myth (as that would 

violate my second goal, which was providing a short recap), but each book has an updated and 

extensive glossary. Each one is written to be spoiler free for the book you are reading, but they are 

updated based on where in the story you are.  For instance, a character introduced in one novel 

might have a simple explanation indicating where they are from and what they do. But in a later 

book their entry may show that they died, became a traitor, or had some other significant part to 
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play. So, if you feel you need more information than I have presented, you can browse through the 

glossary of the book you are about to start. There is even an online version for those listening to 

audio books or who have problems swapping between the main text and glossary while reading the 

ebook.  

 

Persephone (Rhune): At the start of the book, she is the Second Chair (wife of the chieftain of 

Dahl Rhen), and she ruled alongside her husband, Reglan. Upon his death, she is removed from 

power.  That said, Persephone finds herself having to assume a leadership role due to the 

incompetence of the new chieftain (Konniger). By the end of the story, she becomes the new 

chieftain. 

 

Reglan (Rhune): Former chieftain of Dahl Rhen, and husband to Persephone. Although he was 

reportedly killed by Grin the Brown (a ferocious bear), he was murdered by Konniger (his 

bodyguard).  

 

Konniger (Rhune): Shield (bodyguard) to Chieftain Reglan, who rules after his predecessor’s death. 

His reign is one of inaction and avoidance, requiring Persephone to pick up the slack to protect the 

dahl. Throughout the book, he and his followers try to kill Persephone. Near the end of the story, he 

is killed by Grin the Brown. 

 

Maeve (Rhune): Dahl Rhen’s “Keeper of Ways” and the historian who carries the oral traditions 

and history in an age before writing. She has an affinity for Konniger (who spared the life of her 

illegitimate child, fathered by Reglan). She believed that Grin the Brown was her daughter, 

https://firstempireseries.com/age-of-swords-glossary-of-terms-and-names.html
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transformed into animal form, but by the end of the book, it is revealed that Suri was her child. 

Maeve ends up dying while defending Suri from Grin. 

 

Raithe (Rhune): A Dureyan, who sets out with his father to find a better life than their paltry 

existence in a barren and inhospitable homeland. They cross the forbidden river in the west and 

come upon a Fhrey (Shegon) and his servants. Raithe ends up killing Shegon, thus proving Fhrey 

aren’t immortal. Raithe and Shegon’s former slave, Malcolm, return to Rhulyn and eventually make 

their way to Dahl Rhen. By the end of the story, he becomes Persephone’s Shield. 

 

Suri (Rhune): A young mystic (a person who can commune with nature spirits and animals) who 

comes to Dahl Rhen accompanied by Minna, a wolf and Suri’s best friend. She’s there to warn of an 

impending danger that threatens all of mankind. She is also the only Rhune who can use The Art. 

Suri was raised by Tura (who recently died) and has no idea who her actual parents were (or why 

they left her in the forest). By the end of the book, we discover she is the illegitimate daughter of 

Maeve and Reglan. 

 

Nyphron (Fhrey): The commander of a skilled contingent of fighters known as the Galantians. 

He’s also the son of Zephyron. When his father is killed, Nyphron assumes he’d be the next 

commander of Alon Rhist (a Fhrey military outpost on the Fhrey-Rhune frontier). When Petragar is 

given the position, Nyphron disobeys orders, and he and his band become outcasts. By the end of 

the book, Nyphron and his Galantians are given refuge in Dahl Rhen. 

 

Malcolm (Rhune): A well-treated slave, who even though he lives in luxurious accommodations, 

seeks freedom. During Raithe’s fight with Shegon, Malcolm hits his master in the head with a rock, 
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thus saving Raithe’s life. The two partner up and go on the run from Fhrey retaliation. By the end of 

the book, we learn he was once the slave of Nyphron’s father (Zephyron), and further discover that 

it was Malcolm who was ordered by Nyphron to kill Shegon. 

 

Lothian (Fhrey): Ruler of the Fhrey people and a Miralyith (magic user).  He recently took power 

after defeating Zephyron (father of Nyphron) who legally challenged the next in the line of 

succession through one-on-one combat. Lothian didn’t merely kill Zephyron, he humiliated and 

tortured the fighter to demonstrate to the other Fhrey tribes the might of the Miralyith and the folly 

of opposition. 

 

Arion (Fhrey): Originally the tutor to Mawyndulë, she is sent to Dhal Rhen by Fane Lothian to 

retrieve the rebel Nyphron. While apprehending him, she is attacked by Malcolm and rendered 

unconscious. Recognizing that Arion’s life may be the key to Dahl Rhen’s survival, Persephone 

insists that the Fhrey receives the best care the village can offer. Upon waking, Arion discovers an 

inability to use The Art. When Gryndal arrives and threatens the dahl, Suri explains that it’s the 

markings painted on Arion’s bandages that are impeding her magical abilities. With the restoration 

of The Art, Arion defends the people of Dahl Rhen from Gryndal. 

 

Gryndal (Fhrey): The First Minister (second in command) who is also a powerful Miralyith. He 

believes that the Art has raised his tribe above non-Artist Fhrey, and as such, he advocates a two-

class society. After Arion fails to retrieve Nyphron, he sets out to finish the deed and plans to 

destroy Dahl Rhen for giving aid and comfort to the outlaws. Arion opposes him and the two wage 

a magical battle. During the conflict, Raithe kills Gryndal, making him the second Fhrey to die by 

the “God Killer’s” hand.  
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Mawyndulë (Fhrey): Son of Lothian and next in line to rule. Initially tutored by Arion, he prefers 

the teachings of Gryndal (who believes that the Miralyith are superior to all others). He accompanies 

Gryndal to retrieve Nyphron from Dahl Rhen and witnesses his mentor’s death before being sent 

home by Arion. 

 

Trilos (Fhrey): A mysterious figure who spends his days contemplating the mysteries of “The 

Door,” a sacred place in Fhrey society rumored to contain The First Tree (the source of all life in 

Elan). Legend holds that the door has never been opened, but he suspects that the prior fane 

(Fenelyus) did go inside (with someone’s help). He’s obsessed with finding out who that person was. 

 

Grin the Brown (animal): An old and ferocious bear that has killed many Rhune over the years 

including Persephone’s and Reglan’s son Mahn. Konniger also claimed that Grin was responsible for 

Reglan’s death when the reality is that Konniger murdered Dahl Rhen’s chieftain. For years, Maeve 

has believed Grin to be her long-lost daughter, transformed into a bear through magic. For a time, 

Suri thought Grin might be the source of the destruction she foresaw, but later she discovers Grin is 

just an ordinary bear and it is Gryndal who is the real threat. 

 

PLOT OVERVIEW: 

If you’ve read the character descriptions above, you pretty much know all the relevant details 

relating to the plot of Age of Myth. But this is a recap, after all, so a quick summary is appropriate. 

Again, I’m leaving out much of the detail for brevity’s sake. 

In an attempt to find a better life, Raithe and his father Herkimer cross the forbidden river 

and enter a lush land. When a Fhrey named Shegon (and his two Rhune slaves, Malcolm and Meryl) 
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find the pair, the Fhrey hunter demands they surrender their weapons and return to the opposite 

side of the river. Swords are rare for the Rhune people, and Herkimer refuses. When he attacks 

Shegon, the faster Fhrey kills him. Raithe picks up where his father left off and is about to be killed 

himself, but Malcolm hits Shegon in the head with a rock, knocking the Fhrey unconscious. Raithe 

ends up slitting Shegon’s throat, and he’s a bit surprised when the Fhrey dies and stays dead. Since 

Meryl has ridden back to Alon Rhist, and retaliation for Shegon’s death will be swift, the two retreat 

across the river and enter the Crescent Forest. 

Suri (apprentice to the mystic Tura) has had a vision that foretells the destruction of the 

entire Rhune race. She comes to Dahl Rhen to warn Reglan (the chieftain). Since Reglan is out 

searching for Grin the Brown (a bear that killed his last surviving son), Suri relays the information to 

his wife. Persephone doesn’t take the threat seriously because the girl is so odd and her prediction 

seems so outlandish. When the hunting party returns and her husband is dead, Persephone has 

greater concerns than the wild story of a young girl. 

With no surviving heir, the next chieftain of Dahl Rhen is decided by combat and Konniger 

(Reglan’s Shield) is victorious. During his first clan meeting, rumors abound, including (a) the tale of 

a Dureyan named Raithe who killed a Fhrey and (b) the destruction of two neighboring dahls 

(Dureya and Nadak) by Fhrey warriors. After the meeting, Persephone sees Suri and is reminded of 

the prophecy of their race’s destruction. Seeing as how two dahls have already been wiped out, 

Persephone takes the threat more seriously. Suri suggests visiting an ancient tree named Magda who 

should be able to provide additional information and the two set out into the woods (a place that 

has terrified Persephone since she was a young child).  

On the way to Magda, Persephone is attacked by three of her clansmen for no reason that 

she can discern. Seeing the danger, Malcolm and Raithe come to the rescue. Two men die from 

falling and the third escapes. Malcolm and Raithe agree to provide escort in exchange for shelter and 
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a hot meal. When asked how Persephone can save her people, Magda delivers the following cryptic 

answer: “Welcome the gods; heal the injured; follow the wolf.” While returning to the dahl, the party is 

attacked by wolves, and Suri leads the others to a rol (a secret Dherg bunker used during their war 

with the Fhrey). While sealed in the rol, Grin the Brown comes upon the wolves and kills the 

animals, but is unable to reach the people protected by the Dherg shelter. 

The next day the group returns to Dahl Rhen and learns that Persephone has been accused 

of murdering the men who had attacked her. There is a stalemate of “he said” and “she said” and 

before the matter can be fully resolved a small contingent of Fhrey are seen approaching the dahl. 

Konniger plans to close the gate and hope for the best, but Malcolm knows that won’t be enough to 

hold off a Fhrey attack. Persephone pleads for the “God Killer” to do what he can, and Raithe 

leaves the dahl to face the approaching Fhrey. 

The small Fhrey band is Nyphron and his Galantians. They haven’t come to sack Dahl 

Rhen. Instead, they are seeking refuge. They are outlaws after refusing to join with the other 

warriors who destroyed Nadak and Dureya. Konniger doesn’t want to grant them entrance, but 

Persephone remembers Magda’s words (Welcome the gods) and invites them in. 

Meanwhile in Estramnadon (the Fhrey homeland), Fenelyus (the former ruler) has died, and 

a legal challenge has been made by Zephyron (Nyphron’s father). The one-on-one battle was 

horribly one-sided since Fenelyus’s son, Lothian, can use magic. The heir humiliates and mutilates 

his opponent to prove to non-Miralyith the superiority of his tribe. A possible schism looms as 

many fear that the Miralyith will forever be in power. When news from Alon Rhist reports that 

Nyphron has gone rogue and is living among the Rhune, Arion (the tutor of Fane Lothian’s son 

Mawyndulë) is dispatched to bring Nyphron back for a trial. 

The Rhune have never seen the magical abilities of a Miralyith, and when Arion comes to 

arrest Nyphron, they are reminded why Fhrey were considered gods. While Arion is busy dealing 
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with the outlaw, Malcolm repeats his rock-to-the-head maneuver and renders Arion unconscious. 

Persephone is reminded of the second portion of Magda’s instructions (heal the injured) and orders 

Arion to be brought to the chieftain’s lodge and cared for.  

Upon waking, Arion meets Suri and is amazed to find a Rhune (who the Fhrey believed were 

little more than animals) who can use The Art. She also discovers that she can no longer perform 

magic and assumes it’s because of her injury. The reality is that Suri has painted runes (markings 

from the Dherg rol that act as a barrier to The Art), on bandages wrapping Arion’s head to prevent 

the Miralyith’s retaliation against Malcolm for attacking her. 

Gryndal (First Minister, and an extremely powerful Miralyith), has the power to see events 

from large distances and knows about Arion’s failure to arrest Nyphron and her capture by the 

Rhunes. Lothian sends him, and his son Mawyndulë, to kill (rather than capture) Nyphron. 

Suri uses the Art to discover more about the source of the pending destruction and comes to 

believe that it is Grin the Brown who will be responsible. She suspects that Grin isn’t a bear at all 

but a demon. After learning that Maeve (the dahl’s historian) had lost a daughter in the forest, she 

suspects that there is a way to exorcise the child’s spirit and banish the demon. Because facing Grin 

will be dangerous, she leaves her wolf Minna behind with Arion. 

When Persephone learns that the mystic and the old woman are in danger, she asks 

Konniger to send armed guards to find and protect them. The chieftain refuses and reveals that 

Maeve and Reglan had an affair that resulted in the birth of a daughter who Konniger took to the 

forest and abandoned. He speculates that Suri might be right, and the baby did turn into the bear. 

Frustrated, Persephone mounts her own search party and remembers the last part of Magda’s 

instructions (follow the wolf). She, Raithe, and Malcolm set out with Minna leading the way. 

While looking for Suri, Persephone, Raithe and Malcolm come upon the man who had 

previously attacked Persephone. He reveals that Reglan wasn’t killed by Grin but by Konniger, and 
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he fears he’ll be next. He’s willing to recant his testimony and join her side to oust Konniger as the 

chieftain if she grants him immunity. When Konniger and his men come upon them, Raithe tells 

Persephone to run while he and Malcolm fight. The plan is for her to return to the hidden rol and 

wait there until it is safe. 

Meanwhile back in Dahl Rhen, Arion is able to leave her room now that Minna is no longer 

an impediment. She’s convinced that if Lothian discovers that Rhune can use The Art, it’ll help 

deflate the Miralyith’s over-inflated opinion of themselves. Afraid that Suri may die, she instructs 

Nyphron and his Galantians to find and protect her. In exchange for his help, she’ll plead 

Nyphron’s case to the fane.  

When Persephone ran, Konniger went after her. Malcolm and Raithe are highly 

outnumbered, and death is imminent. They are saved when Nyphron and his Galantians show up. 

Fearing that Persephone would be more concerned about Suri than her own life, Raithe suspects she 

went to Grin’s cave rather than the rol’s safety, so he and Malcolm follow the Galantians. 

In Grin’s cave, Suri casts her spell which has no effect. Maeve finally puts two and two 

together and realizes that it is Suri who is her daughter. The old woman defends her new-found 

child from Grin and dies in the effort. When Minna arrives and is threatened by Grin, Suri uses The 

Art to ignite the bear, who then runs off. 

Back at the rol, Persephone is unable to find the small stone that activates the mechanical 

door. Grin, who returns to the pool and waterfall to soothe the damage from Suri’s flames, attacks 

and kills Konniger just as Persephone finds the entrance. She only gets partially inside before Grin 

becomes wedged in the doorway. Using a shield that Raithe had discarded after finding a superior 

Dherg crafted buckler, Persephone beats Grin to death and collapses from the effort. Suri leads 

Nyphron, Raithe, Malcolm, and the Galantians back to the rol where they find Persephone. 
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As day breaks, the Galantians, Persephone, Raithe, Suri, and Minna return to Dahl Rhen to 

find all the residents lined up and  immobile. They are under the spell of Gryndal, who is repulsed 

by their kind and plans to not only kill Nyphron but all the people who harbored him as well. 

Apparently, Suri’s prediction hadn’t been related to Grin but instead was indicating Gryn-dal. Arion 

is powerless to stop him, until Suri tells her to remove the bandages, restoring the Art. While Arion 

and Gryndal battle, Raithe, who is protected from the Art by a Dherg-runed shield, is able to get 

close enough to cut off Gryndal’s head. After the battle, Mawyndulë tries to pick up where Gryndal 

left off, but he is no match for Arion, and she orders his soldiers to return the prince to 

Estramnadon. While Arion once again has access to the Art, the battle with Gryndal has taken a toll, 

and she returns to bed. 

With Konniger dead, Persephone becomes the new chieftain of Dahl Rhen, and Raithe stays 

to become her Shield. In the closing passages of the book, we learn that Nyphron has a grand plan 

that has yet to be revealed. What is uncovered, however, is that Malcolm is part of Nyprhon’s 

schemes and the Galantian leader had ordered the ex-slave to murder Shegon. Having 

outmaneuvered Nyphron, it appears Malcolm has his own mysterious agenda. 

 

IN CONCLUSION: 

And there you have it. We are so pleased that people are excited about Age of Swords. 

Personally, it’s my favorite book of the series, mainly because many of the seemingly minor 

characters from Age of Myth start to become fully realized for their unique abilities. It also has a great 

story to tell, and we can’t wait until the book is released so we can hear what others think of it. So, 

please leave a review or just a few comments on sites like Goodreads, Audible, or your favorite 

online retailer. All we ask for is an honest opinion, but of course, the hope is that you’ll find the 

book entertaining and worthy of your time.  
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